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fourth image for this system, which they also identified in the data
and is used here.

The second system we consider here was labeled system C in
Bradač et al. (2008), and we define three multiple images located
on the east side of the main BCGs as constraints. This system was
also spectroscopically targeted by Bradač et al. (2008) but did not
yield a spectroscopic redshift. Bradač et al. (2008) estimated a
photometric redshift of = -

+z 1.0phot 0.2
0.5 for this system due to the

4000Å break possibly lying between the F555W and F814W
bands. The BPZ estimate from RELICS gives a higher zphot=3.8
(corresponding to the value for the counterimages denoted as 2.2
and 2.3 here), a redshift that we fix for this system in our modeling.
We note that this estimate uses information from the seven HST
band observations available for RELICS, while Bradač et al.
(2008) used the information from the F450W/F555W/F814W
bands available at the time. This choice of fixing both redshifts in
our model was made in order to constrain both mass clumps.

Bradač et al. (2008) also included a third system in their SL
model, labeled system D. Here we do not include this as a

constraint. Based on the new information from our multiband
observations, the northern counterimage in the region of the
second BCG (labeled c3.3) does not seem to match the southern
arc-shaped images (c3.1-2) in terms of color. In addition, our
model does not precisely predict the northern counterimage or the
unexpected orientation of the southern arc. So, we designate this
system as a candidate system only (labeled as system c3). We
note also that Zitrin et al. (2011) included a fourth two-image
system that their older model agreed with. We decided to discard
this system from our analysis, as it appears to be a single
elongated image with no counterimage predicted by our model,
and only mention it for completeness as a candidate system (c4).
In our modeling, we include the weight of the northwestern

BCG as a free parameter to be optimized, allowing it to vary
with respect to the original M/L ratio. We set the ellipticity
and position angle for this BCG to the values given by
SEXTRACTOR. The resulting critical curves, computed for a
source at z=2.38, and the location of the multiple images
can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 5. Convergence map of each cluster produced from our best-fit models. The maps show the projected surface mass–density distribution in units of the critical
density for lensing for a source at z=2. The orientations are the same as in Figures 1–4.
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The multiple-image reproduction is shown in Figure 10. Our
model precisely predicts the four counterimages of system 1 with
respect to the position and orientation. The prediction for system 2
returns an arc-shaped image with the orientation matching the
observed disposition of the system counterimages, although the
specific position of the predicted images is less accurate and likely
influenced by the local cluster member around which the arc
partially revolves. We acknowledge that given the lack of internal
details in system 2, its exact configuration remains ambiguous.
The final rms of the best-fit model is 0 57.

Due to the small number of constraints, i.e., multiple images
that could be reliably identified, the model for MACS0025 is,
in a sense, a simple model, with a minimum number of free
parameters. Future use of the presented lens model should thus
acknowledge its limitations.

4.2. MACS J0159.8-0849

We identify four multiple-image systems in MACS0159 with
which we construct our model. The first and second systems
represent different constraints related to the same source (although
it is unclear if the source is one or, e.g., two merging galaxies).
The third system shows a distinctive green color in the color-
composite RELICS HST image that aided in its identification, and
the fourth system corresponds to a small, relatively bright source.

We set the main source to be at z=1.55, corresponding to the
mean zphot from counterimages 1.1 and 1.2 (the more reliable BPZ
estimates, since image 1.3 suffers contamination from the BCG
light), and fix the redshift of systems 1 and 2 to this value. The
redshifts of systems 3 and 4 are left as free parameters to be
constrained by the model.

The mass distribution of the cluster is modeled with both the
weight and the core radius of the BCG as free parameters, where
the latter can reach values up to 100 kpc. Our best-fit model does
not include an ellipticity for the BCG, which seems to be fairly
spherical.
Our final model produces well all observed multiple images

(Figure 11), resulting in an rms of ;0 96. For each of systems 3
and 4, the model also predicts a third, considerably fainter image
close to the cluster center that we do not clearly identify in the
data, likely due to the BCG’s light and the expected faintness of
these images. Figure 2 shows the critical curves for our best-fit
model, for a source at z=1.55, and the position of the multiple
images.

4.3. Abell S295

The modeling of AS295 is based on the identification of six
sets of constraints. The first four are part of a known giant arc
located in the northwest region of the cluster, close to the BCG.
These four subsets can be distinguished by the differences in
their color and relative positions, where we identify three
multiple images for each set. The arc has a spectroscopic
redshift of 0.93 reported in the literature (Edge et al. 1994), and
we adopt this value for all four subsets related to the arc.
The two other systems (systems 5 and 6) are found in the

southeast concentration of galaxies. These are new identifications,
with three multiple images each. System 5 has an elongated image
on the east and two counterimages lying close to each other south
of the BCG. Between these two images, there is an additional faint
galaxy that might locally contribute somewhat to the lensing as
well. System 6 is a faint and long arc northwest of the respective

Figure 6. Radial mass–density profiles in terms of the convergence κ, scaled to z=2, for the RELICS clusters analyzed in this work. For MAC0025 and AS295, we
show the profile around the BCG of each subcluster, namely BCG1 for the north western clump and BCG2 for the southeastern clump. For the clusters lacking zspec,
MACS0159 and A697, we also present profiles computed by assuming different redshifts for the main system together with the result of the best-fit model, shown by
the solid red line, together with the 68.3% confidence level represented by the shaded red region. Cyan and green lines correspond to a change of −10%, +10% in
redshift, respectively; magenta and blue lines to −25%, +25%; and orange and black to a variation of −50%, +50%.
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BCG. For these systems, there are no spectroscopic redshift
measurements available, so we leave their redshifts as free
parameters of the model. We note that while we refer to systems 5
and 6 as secure here, since they match the model’s prediction,
they lack clear internal details, and thus their identification should
be taken with slightly more caution.
Our model for AS295 has the weight of the two BCGs as

free parameters to be optimized in the minimization. For the
northern BCG, we set the ellipticity and position angle to the
values given by SEXTRACTOR. The southern BCG presents a
spherical morphology, so we decided not to apply an ellipticity.
The weight of two bright, spiral-looking cluster members
(R.A.=02:45:25.710, decl.=−53:01:43.031 and R.A.=
02:45:37.573, decl.=−53:02:58.595) lying near the two
BCGs was reduced by factor of 2 (this slightly improved the
reproduction of multiple images; see also the discussion in
Section 5.1 for MACS0025).
For systems 1 to 4, our model predicts well the three observed

counterimages in each subset. It also predicts a fourth, faint/small
counterimage close to the BCG for these systems. System 5 has a
reasonable reproduction, and for system 6, we obtain a long arc

Figure 7.Magnification maps for the four RELICS clusters analyzed in this work. The maps show the expected magnification distribution for a source located at z=9
from our best-fit models. The orientations are the same as in Figures 1–4. The pixel scale is 0 06 pixel–1. Black squares represent the WFC3/IR FOV (136″×123″).
For A697, our FOV is fully encompassed within the WFC3/IR FOV.

Figure 8. Image-plane area above each magnification value as a function of
magnification value for each of the analyzed clusters. The magnification is
computed for a source redshift of z=9. Diamonds indicate the cumulative area
with μ�5 and 10 for the HFF clusters (considering the LTM-Gauss models).
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predicted by the model, in agreement with the position and
orientation of our image constraints. The total rms of the predicted
images with respect to the observed locations is ;0 77. The
reproduction of multiple images can be seen in Figure 12.

The resulting critical curves from our best-fit model (for a
source redshift of z=1), along with the multiple images, are
seen in Figure 3.

4.4. Abell 697

We construct the model for A697 using three multiple-image
systems. Because there is no spectroscopic redshift available for
any of the systems, we fix the main source redshift to the value of
the system with the most reliable photometric redshift estimate
(corresponding to system 1), leaving the redshift of the remaining
systems as free parameters.

The first system corresponds to a blue source showing a
distinct morphology, leading to a reliable identification of four
counterimages that are well predicted by our model. The
second system is also a blue-looking galaxy, and we identify
three counterimages south and southeast of the BCG. The third
is an arc-shaped object lying south of the cluster center, for
which we identify two multiple images. This system was
previously reported in the literature by Metzger & Ma (2000),
who estimated a lower limit for the redshift of the source of
z>1.3 by combining the arc spectrum and its color.

Our model for A697 allows the weight of the BCG to vary as
a free parameter, as well as its ellipticity and position angle.
The source redshift for system 1 is set to the mean of the zphot
distributions of images 1.2 and 1.4 (as image 1.1 suffers

contamination from the BCG light and, for image 1.3, there
was no zphot solution found). Redshifts for systems 2 and 3
are allowed to vary and are optimized by the minimization
procedure. Our best-fit model yields a redshift of = -

+z 2.97 0.38
0.04

for system 3, consistent with the lower limit found by Metzger
& Ma (2000) within 1σ.
The final model reproduces well systems 1 and 2. For system

1, it also predicts a smaller, fifth counterimage very close to the
BCG that we cannot identify, possibly due to the contamination
by the BCG light. The model correctly predicts the arc shape
and orientation of system 3, and as expected from the lensing
symmetry, it also predicts a third, fainter counterimage on the
east side of the cluster center that we do not securely identify.
The reproduction of multiple images by the best-fit model,
which has a final rms of ;0 82, is shown in Figure 13. The
resulting critical curves for a source at z=2 and the multiple
images used as constraints are shown in Figure 4.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Lens Modeling Results

Our best-fit model for MACS0025, as expected from the cluster
galaxy distribution, exhibits a bimodal mass distribution (Figures 1
and 5), in agreement with the findings by Bradač et al. (2008) and
Zitrin et al. (2011). Such morphology supports the picture that this
cluster is undergoing a major merger (Bradač et al. 2008; Ma
et al. 2010). The Einstein radius obtained from the modeling for
the northwestern subcluster is θE(z=2)=(8 1± 0 8) and
encloses a mass of =  ´ ( )M M1.60 0.24 1013 , while for the

Figure 9. Spectroscopic detection of an emission line in the high-z candidate Abell 697-0636. The upper panels show the original and smoothed 2D signal-to-noise
map and the 2D spectrum around the detected line. Positive fluxes are indicated in white. In the lower panel, we present the 1D data (black line) and smoothed (blue
line) box-extracted 1D spectrum showing the emission line, together with the 1σ error (red shaded region), at the observed wavelength. The detection, interpreted as
Lyα, yields to z=5.800±0.001. Another possible interpretation is [O II] at z∼1.2.
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